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Abstract

Context: Software practitioners are a primary provider of information for
field studies in software engineering. Research typically recruits practitioners
through some kind of sampling. But sampling may not in itself recruit the
“right” participants.
Objectives: To assess existing guidance on participant recruitment, and to
propose and illustrate a framework for recruiting professional practitioners
as credible participants in field studies of software engineering.
Method: We review existing guidelines, checklists and other advisory sources
on recruiting participants for field studies. We develop a framework, partly
based on our prior research and on the research of others. We search for and
select three exemplar studies (a case study, an interview study and a survey
study) and use those to illustrate the framework.
Results: Whilst existing guidance recognises the importance of recruiting
participants, there is limited guidance on how to recruit the “right” par-
ticipants. The framework suggests the conceptualisation of participants as
“research instruments” or, alternatively, as a sampling frame for items of
interest. The exemplars suggest that at least some members of the research
community are aware of the need to carefully recruit the “right” participants.
Conclusions: The framework is intended to encourage researchers to think
differently about the involvement of practitioners in field studies of software
engineering. Also, the framework identifies a number of characteristics not
explicitly addressed by existing guidelines.
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1. Introduction1

In this article, we propose and illustrate a framework for recruiting cred-2

ible participants for field studies of software engineering (SE). We also show3

that many of the items present in the framework are not considered by ex-4

isting guidelines and checklists.5

The development of the framework was motivated by the hypothesis that6

there is limited existing advice on recruiting credible participants (we define7

this term in Section 1.2) for field studies in SE. Guidelines and checklists in8

SE research tend to discuss participants in terms of populations, samples and9

items of interest, e.g., the researcher should define the population of interest10

and sample items from that population, or from a sampling frame (cf. [1]).11

Each practitioner recruited is simply an item. But an empirical study needs12

practitioners who can provide rigorous and valid information that is relevant13

to that study; in other words, the study needs credible participants. Sam-14

pling items does not, in itself, ensure or assure that the “right” practitioners15

are recruited. Also, researchers tend to use a convenience sample [2], of-16

ten with self–selecting participants, e.g., respondents aware of and willing to17

participate in a survey.18

Our impressions of existing guidelines and checklists, our own experience,19

and our authorship of books on case study research [3] and controlled experi-20

ments [4] all motivate our hypothesis and our development of the framework.21

Furthermore, the framework complements our previous research [5], in which22

we reasoned about credible evidence (defined in Section 1.2), but did not23

address the credibility of information obtained from participants in different24

empirical studies in SE.25

1.1. Objectives26

This article has the following objectives:27

1. To review related work to identify material that could contribute to a28

framework;29

2. To review existing guidelines and checklists, and other implicit guid-30

ance, to establish whether the recruitment of credible participants is31

considered by such guidance;32

3. To formulate a framework for recruiting credible practitioners; and33

4. To identify exemplar articles with which we can illustrate the frame-34

work.35
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1.2. Scope of the article, and definitions36

To delimit our framework, we focus on the use of participants as providers37

of information in field studies. There is no agreed definition of “field studies”38

in the SE literature. We therefore define a “field study” as a study conducted39

with software practitioners that draws on their professional knowledge of as-40

pects of practice, and which takes place in a non–controlled environment.41

Field studies include case study, action research, ethnography, direct obser-42

vation, participant observation, interview and survey.43

In a previous article [5], we defined “credible evidence” as “. . . an overar-44

ching quality aspect of the output of research. . . ” which is built up from a45

combination of validity and relevance. Drawing on that definition, we define46

a “credible participant” as a person that we trust, believe or rely upon to47

provide valid information that is relevant to a researcher.48

Furthermore, we focus on the participant as a provider of information49

about software phenomena that is external to the participant. External50

events are activities that occur in the real world setting, outside of the par-51

ticipant, which the participant experiences, e.g., testing code. Conversely, we52

exclude empirical studies investigating the internal characteristics of a par-53

ticipant, i.e., activities that occur within the participant, e.g. their personal54

attitude to some event, their motivation, (un)happiness [6], or stress. These55

internal characteristics may affect the ability of participant to be a credible56

performer or observer of external behaviour.57

We focus our framework on case studies, interviews and surveys of soft-58

ware development as these appear to be the most commonly conducted types59

of empirical study in SE. We exclude empirical studies of controlled situa-60

tions, the prototypical example being the experiment. Lenarduzzi et al. [7]61

are developing an emerging methodology for the selection of participants62

in software engineering experiments. We consider their study later in this63

article.64

1.3. Contribution65

The main contribution of this article is to encourage researchers to think66

differently about the involvement of practitioners in field studies of SE. In67

many field studies, practitioners are not items of interest, to be treated as68

datapoints or variables, but are, instead, “research instruments” through69

which, or with which, we gather information about the items of interest. In70

support of this main contribution we:71
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1. Corroborate our hypothesis (i.e., that there is limited guidance cur-72

rently available on the recruitment of credible practitioners) and demon-73

strate a gap in the empirical software engineering research community’s74

thinking about recruiting participants for field studies. We do this75

through the analysis of existing guidance, and through the illustration76

of the framework with three exemplar studies.77

2. Propose a framework to help researchers think differently about how to78

recruit credible participants when collecting data for their field studies.79

The framework combines several contributions from prior work. Taken80

individually, none of the prior contributions address the gap/s we iden-81

tify in existing guidelines and checklists. We synthesis these items of82

prior work into a framework that takes a different perspective to exist-83

ing guidelines and checklists, and that makes explicit some issues that84

have been implicitly recognised in exemplar studies.85

1.4. Structure of the article86

The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews87

background work; Section 3 explains our research approach for reviewing ex-88

isting guidance, formulating the framework and illustrating the framework89

with three exemplar studies; Section 4 analyses related work in terms of the90

guidelines and other advisory sources concerning their treatment of partic-91

ipant recruitment for field studies; Section 5 presents the framework itself;92

Section 6 illustrates the framework with an exemplar study, a case study;93

and, finally, Section 7 concludes. Two appendices complement the main ar-94

ticle. Appendix A provides a more detailed summary of advice from existing95

guidelines, to complement Section 4 and Appendix B presents two further96

illustrations to complement Section 6.97

2. Background98

Our review focuses on prior work that will contribute as “building blocks”,99

or components, to the framework developed later in this article. We begin100

with a discussion of the flow of information through an SE research study.101

This discussion provides a context for thinking about the credibility of par-102

ticipants as providers of information into that flow. We then consider the103

problem of participant accuracy, referring to two articles [8, 9] published in104

anthropology. We consider participant accuracy because it can be used as an105

indicator of participant credibility and because the two articles demonstrate106
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significant challenges with participant accuracy. Next, we discuss sampling in107

SE research. We distinguish between the item of interest in a sample and the108

participant as a research instrument to study that item of interest. We use a109

published field study [10] as an example to illustrate the difference between110

items of interest and participants. Because participants have a different sta-111

tus, as research instruments rather than items in a sample, we then consider112

participants as key informants. We connect our preceding discussions to the113

R3 model [11] of participant experience, and finally summarise our review of114

background work.115

2.1. The flow of information in SE research116

In their study of two large, independent software projects, Karlström and117

Runeson [12] present a model of the flow of information in the research pro-118

cess. A simplified version of Karlström and Runeson’s [12] model is presented119

in Figure 1. Information about the world is based on the participants’ per-120

ceptions of the actual world. The information is transformed (cf. TA and TB,121

in Figure 1) as it flows through the research process. This transformation122

may affect, amongst other qualities, the validity, reliability and relevance of123

the information.124

Because Karlström and Runeson [12] conduct a case study (of two cases),125

the participants are recruited in relation to specific, identifiable situations126

in the world. In Karlström and Runeson’s [12] study, the relationship of127

the participants to the set of events in the world is therefore relatively well128

known. A consequence is that the researchers can have more confidence in129

the information provided by the participants, e.g., because the researchers130

can assess the relationship. Furthermore, Karlström and Runeson [12] also131

interview the participants, providing the opportunity (at least in principle) to132

clarify or challenge the information provided by those participants. In other133

words, the researchers know, or can know, something about the source of the134

information and about the nature of the transformations between levels of135

information (at TA and TB, in Figure 1), such as the information–selection136

decisions being made at levels 2 and 3.137

Circumstances can be very different for interview studies and survey stud-138

ies. The researcher may have less influence or control on the participants139

recruited, e.g. using a convenience sample. Because of the nature of the140

interview study, the researcher may know something about the nature of141

transformations, may be able to influence those transformations (e.g., to142

gather information based on actual experience rather than cultural norms),143
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Figure 1: The source and flow of information in research (derived from Karlström and
Runeson [12]).

and may be able to know something about the information–selection oc-144

curring at levels 2 and 3. But because of the nature of the survey study,145

the researcher has limited, if any, influence or control on the situations in the146

world to which the participants refer. The researcher has limited opportunity147

to influence the information provided by the participants, but nevertheless148

still has some opportunity. The researcher knows little about the nature of149

transformations at TA and TB, or about the information selected at level 2150

and the information shared from level 2 to level 3.151

The quality of information flowing through the research is therefore fun-152

damentally dependent on the quality of information provided at the source153

of the process, i.e., the information provided by the participant.154

2.2. The problem of participant accuracy155

Bernard et al. [8] consider the problem of participant accuracy (i.e., the156

degree to which the information provided by the participant conforms to157

the correct value) and the validity of retrospective data. They observe that158

anthropology researchers often ask participants to provide data on, as exam-159

ples, their (i.e., the participant’s) behaviour, on the behaviour of others, on160
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sequences of events, and on economic and environmental conditions. Bernard161

et al. [8] identify three areas in which participant accuracy had been moder-162

ately well studied - i.e., recall of childcare behaviour, recall of health seeking163

behaviour, and recall of communication and social interaction - together with164

a fourth area that attempted to deal constructively with the problem of par-165

ticipant accuracy.166

Bernard et al. [8] present many examples, arguments and conclusions. For167

conciseness, we present one example here and use that example as the basis168

for our discussion of their work. The example is drawn from an experiment169

conducted by Kronenfield et al. [9] in which informants leaving a restaurant170

were asked to report on what the waiters and waitresses were wearing, as well171

as the music being played. Kronenfield et al. [9] found much higher agreement172

about what waiters were wearing than what waitresses were wearing. This173

was despite the fact that none of the restaurants in question had waiters.174

Similarly, they found that informants provided greater detail about the kind175

of music that was playing in restaurants that were, in fact, not playing music.176

This example, together with Kronenfield et al.’s [9] interpretation of the177

results and other work that Bernard et al. reviewed, leads Bernard et al. [8]178

to suggest the following:179

1. Participants who have actually observed an event or circumstance are180

able to report parts of the actual event or circumstance. They can181

only report parts because, for example, they can only recall part of the182

actual experience.183

2. By contrast, those who have not observed an event or circumstance184

start from cultural norms. They are able to provide “. . . rich descrip-185

tions, unencumbered by partial memories and working from complex186

normative wholes, based on many experiences over a lifetime.” ([8], p.187

510). In other words, participants who have not actually experienced188

the event, infer (not necessarily consciously) apparently more complete189

information about the event.190

3. Interviewing many inaccurate participants will not solve the accuracy/191

validity problem, and will, as a consequence, also not produce relevant192

findings.193

Bernard et al.’s [8] observation about cultural norms is demonstrably194

present in software engineering. For example, Rainer et al. [13] found that195

practitioners prefer local opinion over other sources of knowledge. And De-196

vanbu et al. [14] conducted a large survey of Microsoft employees (n = 564)197
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finding that developers’ beliefs are based primarily on their personal experi-198

ence and then, second, on their peers’ opinions. By contrast, research articles199

were ranked fifth out of six. Thus, when practitioners cannot rely on their200

own experience they appear to first turn to others, i.e., to the source of201

cultural norms. This raises a serious implication for SE research, i.e., con-202

sistency of responses across a sample of apparently independent participants203

may be explained by cultural norms rather than by a consistent behaviour in204

the phenomenon of interest. In other words, a sample of practitioners may205

simply provide a representative sample of cultural norms and not provide206

insights into the phenomenon of interest.207

2.3. Sampling208

In a recent article, Baltes and Ralph [1] provide a primer on sampling209

in SE research. They define sampling as the process of selecting a smaller210

group of items to study, the sample, from a larger group of items of interest,211

the population. A sampling frame is the available population list from which212

a sample can be actually drawn.213

Baltes and Ralph [1] identify two problems with sampling frames: first, for214

many software engineering phenomena there is no suitable sampling frame215

from which to draw a sample; second, some software engineering studies216

adopt poorly understood sampling strategies such as random sampling from217

a non–representative surrogate population. Baltes and Ralph [1] also write,218

“For our purposes, representativeness is the degree to which a sample’s prop-219

erties (of interest) resemble those of a target population.” ([1]; emphasis in220

original). Bouraffa and Maalej [2] explore the issues of sampling in more221

detail, through a review of 54 studies from 41 publications. They found the222

most frequently used sampling strategy was convenience sampling, with the223

majority of studies using a reduced sample size of participants drawn from224

a single organisation. This results in high sample homogeneity, which con-225

nects to Bernard et al.’s [8] concerns about cultural norms: a high sample226

homogeneity is more likely to be sensitive to cultural norms.227

As a contrasting perspective, we can model a participant as a kind of228

research instrument - a lens - with which, or through which, we can study229

software practice. For example, in their field study of software design for large230

systems, Curtis et al. [10] interviewed 97 participants across 17 projects in 9231

companies. In our terminology, Curtis et al. [10] used 97 research instruments232

to observe the behaviour of software development at five levels of behaviour:233
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the individual, the team, the project, the company and the business mi-234

lieu. To clarify, the individual level did not refer to the 97 participants each235

introspectively studying themselves, but rather the 97 participants provided236

information on the behaviour at the individual level in software development.237

When modelling the participant as a research instrument, the participant238

is not the item of interest, but is instead a means to study the item of interest.239

Taking this perspective, the item of interest in Curtis et al.’s [10] study is the240

software project designing a large system. The 17 projects in 9 companies241

are therefore the sample of items of interest, and the 97 participants are242

instruments to study that sample. Furthermore, at least in principle, these243

97 participants are selected as the more credible participants for providing244

information on the 17 items of interest.245

2.4. Key informants246

As noted in the preceding subsection, the 97 participants in Curtis et247

al.’s [10] field study were, at least in principle, the more credible participants248

for providing information. Marshall [15] defines a key informant as an expert249

source of information. The principal of a key informant is that the informant250

can provide more reliable, valid and relevant information than a sample of251

participants. In other words, a key informant can be a more credible partic-252

ipant than a sample. This relates back to Bernard et al.’s [8] review, e.g.,253

that more participants will not in itself solve the accuracy problem, that254

researchers seek participants who can provide information on the basis of255

actual experience, and that we seek to avoid information based on cultural256

norms.257

Marshall [15] identifies five characteristics of the ideal key informant,258

summarised here in Table 1. In principle, all five characteristics contribute259

to participant credibility. In his article, Marshall simply summarised the260

characteristics; he did not explain whether or how these criteria are complete261

in their coverage, or how they might be studied empirically. Furthermore,262

he recognised that of these five criteria, only the informant’s role in the263

community can be determined with certainty in advance.264

2.5. The R3 model265

Falessi et al. [11] propose the R3 model comprising three elements of a266

participant’s experience: Real, Relevant and Recent. The R3 model was267

formulated in relation to participant’s experience for experiments. The R3
268
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Table 1: Characteristics of ideal key informant (from [15]).

# Description

C1 Role in community. Their professional role in their peer community
should expose them to the kind of information being sought by the
researcher.

C2 Knowledge. In addition to having access to the information desired,
the informant should have absorbed the information meaningfully.

C3 Willingness. The informant should be willing to communicate their
knowledge to the interviewer and to cooperate as fully as possible.

C4 Communicability. They should be able to communicate their knowl-
edge in a manner that is intelligible to the interviewer.

C5 Impartiality. The key informant should be objective and unbiased.
Any relevant biases should be known by the interviewer, e.g., the key
informant declares a bias or the interviewer can determine this from
other sources.

model is relevant to our work because experience is likely to be an element269

of practitioner credibility in non–experimental field studies.270

We summarise the R3 model here and then reformulate it in Section 5 to271

align with our proposed framework.272

The three elements of the R3 model are:273

• That the subject has real experience of software engineering situations.274

It is not possible to provide a formal definition for “real experience”.275

Broadly speaking, “real experience” refers to experience of situations276

of real–world software practice that are, in general, of interest to the277

research.278

• That the subject has relevant experience. Relevance here refers to the279

fit between the situation and the research objective. The characteristic280

of relevance becomes more significant for a type of informant we discuss281

later in this article, i.e., the advisor.282

• That the subject has recent experience, or more precisely timely expe-283

rience, e.g., typically that the situation has been experienced recently284

by the participant, relative to the focus of the research.285

All three of the above elements need to be tailored, by the researcher, to286
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the specific needs of the respective research. The researcher will also need to287

assess each participant against each of the (possibly tailored) elements.288

2.6. Summary289

We need higher–quality (i.e., more credible) participants in SE field stud-290

ies, and we also need more participants for those field studies. Treating the291

recruitment of participants as a matter of sampling is potentially limiting our292

perspective on the problem, e.g., because a sample (however that is defined)293

may simply be representing cultural norms. In this section, we have reviewed294

prior research to identify several insights into the recruitment of participants.295

These insights act as inputs, i.e., as building blocks, into the development of296

our framework, discussed in Section 5.297

3. Research approach298

This section explains how we reviewed existing guidance on the recruit-299

ment of participants for empirical studies, how we developed the framework,300

and how we illustrated the framework using exemplars.301

3.1. Reviewing guidelines and other advisory sources302

To identify appropriate related work in terms of guidelines and other303

sources of advice, the two authors independently searched for appropriate304

articles, primarily using Google Scholar. We use Google Scholar because we305

seek a sufficient coverage of guidelines and not an exhaustive coverage; we306

are not, for example, attempting a systematic review. We also, of course,307

had prior experience of some guidelines, e.g., the case study guidelines by308

Runeson and Höst [16]. We shared the suggested guidelines, and discussed309

them in online meetings, arriving at consensus on the advisory sources to310

consider.311

We prioritised guidelines and recommendations that focused on field stud-312

ies, or empirical studies in general, and that were published after 2009, to313

be consistent with when the case study guidelines were published. Thus we314

excluded guidelines, such as Lenarduzzi et al.’s [7], that focused on experi-315

mental studies. We had difficulties finding guidelines on interviews, discussed316

below.317

In total we identified six initial sources. These are listed in the upper318

part of Table 2 and briefly summarised as follows.319
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Case study: Research guidelines for conducting case study research within320

software engineering were first published as a checklist, by Höst and321

Runeson [17], at a conference in 2007. Runeson and Höst then pub-322

lished a more extensive set of guidelines as a journal article in 2009 [16]323

and then as a book [3] in 2012. Verner et al. [18] published guidelines324

for industrial case studies in software engineering at a conference in325

2009.326

Interview study: We did not find guidelines for interview studies in soft-327

ware engineering that are comparable to the case study guidelines or to328

the survey study guidelines (discussed next). We therefore had to relax329

our requirement for post–2009 publication for these interview “guide-330

lines”. We also chose two articles. The first article, by Strandberg [19],331

provides advice concerning ethics in interview studies. The second ar-332

ticle, by Hove and Anda [20], shares their experiences of conducting333

interview studies in software engineering.334

Survey: Empirically evaluated survey guidelines are published by Molléri et335

al. [21] in 2020. Their article synthesises a range of previous guidelines336

on survey studies, e.g., [22, 23].337

Participant recruitment: Salleh et al.’s [24] article does not present338

guidelines but rather, in a way that is similar to Hove and Anda [20],339

Salleh et al. [24] share their experiences of conducting research in in-340

dustrial contexts.341

We wanted to go beyond just the guidelines for case studies, interview342

studies and survey studies to consider guidelines for other types of field study.343

Consequently, after we identified these initial sources, we subsequently also344

then identified four additional sources for reviewing the selection of partici-345

pants in different types of field study. The four additional sources are listed346

in the lower part of Table 2. Again, we needed to relax our requirement for347

post–2009 publication. The four additional advisory sources are:348

Focus groups: Kontio et al.’s [25] book chapter, published in 2008, pro-349

vides guidelines on the use of focus groups in SE.350

Preliminary guidelines: Kitchenham et al. [26] published probably the351

first set of guidelines on empirical studies in SE, in 2002.352
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Ethnography: Zhang et al. [27] published guidelines for ethnographic353

studies in 2019.354

Empirical standards: Ralph, in conjunction with ACM SIGSOFT, are355

developing standards for empirical studies in SE [28] . These standards356

were first published in 2021.357

For all ten articles listed in Table 2, we downloaded PDF copies of each358

article and searched each PDF for explicit guidance on participant selection.359

The objective of the searches was to identify formulations in the guidelines360

and advisory sources in relation to advice concerning recruitment of partici-361

pants for field studies. We were particularly looking for concrete advice, i.e.,362

beyond general statements concerning the importance of recruiting represen-363

tative participants, e.g., through sampling. To do this, we used the search364

facility of our PDF viewer to automatically search for stemmed words related365

to the persons in a study and to the activity of recruiting such persons. We366

searched for the following nine stemmed words:367

For person: subject*, partici*, respond* and contribu*368

For activity: select*, identif*, sampl*, find* and recruit*369

We discuss our analysis of the ten articles in Section 4.370

Table 2: Publications selected for reviewing advice on participant recruitment.

Ref Year Description

Review existing advisory sources
[16] 2009 Case study guidelines by Runeson & Höst
[18] 2009 Case study guidelines by Verner et al.
[19] 2019 Ethical interviews
[20] 2005 Semi-structured interviews
[21] 2020 Survey guidelines
[24] 2018 Recruiting participants

Further review of advisory sources
[25] 2008 Focus group guidelines
[26] 2002 Empirical studies guidelines
[27] 2019 Ethnographic guidelines
[28] 2020 Empirical standards
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3.2. Development of the framework371

We used a dialectic process to develop the framework, i.e., the first author372

devised, and subsequently revised, the framework, and the second author in-373

dependently reviewed the latest version, providing feedback which lead to374

subsequent revisions. The dialect process was informed by our respective375

prior research experience, particularly the books [3, 4], as well as the items376

identified in Section 2, e.g., information flow, participant accuracy, the char-377

acteristics of key informants, and the R3 model [11]. Being highly–cited, a378

number of these sources – specifically, Bernard et al., [8], Marshall [15], and379

our two co-authored books [3, 4] – are established in their respective fields380

of research. The nature of the dialectic process means that the framework is381

not deduced from these sources and items but rather created with them. The382

review of guidelines in Section 4, and the illustration of the framework with383

exemplars in Section 6 and Appendix B, show there is the need to think384

more carefully about these issues.385

Furthermore, the framework progressed through five revisions before we386

moved to our illustration of the framework. After completing our illustra-387

tions, we returned to refine the presentation of the framework, i.e., we did388

not change the content of the framework but simplified the way in which it389

is presented and described.390

3.3. Illustrating the framework with exemplar articles391

Having developed the framework, we wanted to confirm whether the com-392

ponents of the framework can be found in at least some published field stud-393

ies. Our objective here is not to assess the prevalence of the framework’s394

components in prior research; rather, we want to simply illustrate that these395

components are considered relevant in at least some of the articles that have396

good descriptions of participants and their recruitment.397

To select primary studies for illustration, both authors independently398

searched for candidate articles to consider. We used the following search399

heuristics:400

• We used Google Scholar for the searches.401

• We prioritised the more highly cited articles, for two reasons: first,402

we assumed that the more highly cited articles were more likely to403

have valuable information in them; second, that the research commu-404

nity would have a greater awareness of these articles and therefore our405

illustration would have more obvious relevance to the community.406
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• We prioritised articles having better descriptions of the participants in407

the studies. Better descriptions would help us more easily find infor-408

mation about the framework’s components. By contrast, in an article409

that reported less information about participants, the study itself may410

have considered the components, but simply not reported them.411

We then independently read the list of candidate articles and discussed412

them in online meetings, and agreed on the final selection. During our final413

selection we considered the following criteria:414

• Articles published before 2009, since 2009 is the year that both Runeson415

and Höst [16] and Verner et al. [18] published their guidelines on case416

study research in SE. We chose articles published prior to 2009 since417

such articles ought to have influenced the formulations of the guidelines.418

• Articles reporting primary studies.419

• Articles that, taken together, would provide coverage of case study,420

interview study and survey study.421

• Articles that, taken together, would provide coverage across journals422

and conferences.423

Table 3 lists the three articles we selected. We discuss these articles424

in Section 6 and in Appendix B. Table 3 reports only the articles finally425

selected for the illustrations. Many other articles were considered.426

Table 3: Publications selected for illustrating the framework.

Ref Year Description

Assess framework against primary studies
[29] 2005 Case study
[30] 1998 Interview
[31] 2002 Survey

4. Analysis of published guidelines and other advisory sources427

As discussed in Section 3.1, we searched the PDF files of the ten guide-428

lines and advisory sources. The outcome is summarised in Table 4. The429
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table includes the number of occurrences of the stemmed words listed in430

Section 3.1, together with the number of relevant sentences found in the431

respective article, and the frequency of those relevant sentences in relation432

to the total number of occurrences of the stemmed words. We summarise433

the advice given in the ten articles, in Tables A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A.434

These summaries provide a sense of the focus and coverage of the guidelines,435

i.e., that existing guidelines are quite “light” in their coverage of participant436

recruitment.437

Table 4: Summary counts of searches of stemmed words.

Research Occurrence Quote
Article method f f %

Initial selection of six advisory sources
Runeson [16] Case study 125 8 7
Verner [18] Case study 87 8 9
Strandberg [19] Interviews 101 3 3
Hove [20] Interviews 78 4 5
Molléri [21] Survey 312 6 2
Salleh [24] General 293 8 3

Further selection of four advisory sources
Kontio [25] Focus group 138 8 6
Kitchenham [26] General 114 4 4
Zhang [27] Ethnography 116 1 1
Ralph [28] Standards 45 1 2

To complement Table 4 and Appendix A we provide brief summaries of438

the advisory sources below.439

The guidelines by Runeson and Höst [16] highlight the importance of re-440

cruiting suitable participants in relation to the objective of the case study,441

however the guidelines do not provide guidance on how to make an informed442

decision concerning participant recruitment. Verner et al. [18] provide case443

study guidelines for, as they call it, industry–based studies in software engi-444

neering. When it comes to selecting participants, they touch on the subject445

when providing an example concerning the scope of the case study. However,446

the guidelines by Verner et al. do not further address selecting credible par-447

ticipants except for mentioning the importance of determining the sampling448

strategy.449
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Strandberg [19] highlights the need to know who the stakeholders are,450

and to be able to consider the potential benefit and harm that may arise451

from the research. Strandberg does not, however, discuss how to identify452

appropriate participants as interviewees.453

Hove and Anda [20] highlight the need to select or recruit participants454

carefully. However, Hove and Anda do not provide experiences concerning455

the challenges of selecting suitable participants in an interview study.456

In the survey guidelines, Molléri et al. [21] stress that we should identify457

and select participants based on characteristics, however their article does not458

provide support concerning what constitutes essential characteristics when459

recruiting participants for a survey.460

Salleh et al. [24] highlight that it is essential that specific requirements on461

the participants need to be conveyed to the industrial collaborator. However,462

Salleh et al. [24] do not provide further details concerning what may make a463

participant suitable for participation in the research.464

Kontio et al. [25] suggest using purposive sampling, i.e., participants are465

selected based on their characteristics in relation to the topic of the focus466

group session.467

Kitchenham et al. [26] provide more generic guidance on empirical studies,468

though their advice is more focused on controlled experiments and statistical469

analysis. They argue that subjects should be representative of the popu-470

lation. Their preliminary guidelines do not, however, discuss any specific471

desirable characteristics concerning the participants.472

Turning to more recent guidelines, Zhang et al. [27] present a critical re-473

view and checklist for conducting ethnographic studies in software engineer-474

ing. The guidelines do not provide guidance on how to assess the credibility475

of the practitioners being studied.476

Finally, the empirical standards [28] only mention participants in relation477

to quantitative studies, and do not discuss participants in more qualitative478

studies such as addressed here.479

Overall, none of the ten guidelines and other advisory sources provide480

actionable advice on how to determine the credibility of prospective partici-481

pants.482

5. Formulating a framework about credible practitioners483

In this section, we present and discuss our framework for thinking about484

credible participants and the quality of information they can provide to a field485
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study. The framework uses the “building blocks” introduced in Section 2.486

We first introduce and discuss several components of the framework, and487

then concisely present the framework in Section 5.6 and Table 5. We briefly488

described, in Section 3.2, how the framework was developed.489

For the components, we begin with a simple model of the research process490

as a reference. We then re-consider the sampling of participants for empirical491

studies, re-framing this as a problem of recruiting credible participants. Then492

we introduce the components of the framework – i.e., the three participant493

roles, characteristics affecting the quality of information, and demographics494

– before concisely presenting the framework in Section 5.6.495

Following the presentation of the framework, we describe additional con-496

siderations that are beyond the scope of the current article, present a simple497

example of the application of the framework, and summarise the contribution498

of the framework. In Section 6 and Appendix B we illustrate the framework.499

5.1. A model of the research process500

Figure 2 presents a simple model of the research process for field studies501

in SE. The model is intended to be used as a reference for the subsequent502

discussion. In the model, a theory of some kind provides the grounds for a503

proposition. The proposition is studied empirically.504

As already noted, the reference model is a simplification. For example,505

grounded theories are generated bottom–up from the empirical world. As506

another example, the propositions of the model may be hypotheses, research507

questions, or other kinds of testable or empirically investigatable statements.508

For empirical SE research, many aspects of SE practice can be studied di-509

rectly, e.g., source code, however many other aspects of software engineering510

practice can only be studied indirectly, e.g., through engaging with software511

practitioners who themselves interact with the empirical world of SE. In the512

model, practitioners provide information about the empirical world to the513

researchers as part of an empirical study. As discussed in Section 2, these514

practitioners may therefore be understood as research instruments. The in-515

formation that practitioners provide to researchers is broadly of two types:516

facts that describe some aspect of a specific software engineering situation,517

and beliefs about practice that may be specific to a situation or be generalised518

to more than one situation. Participant demographics may be understood519

as factual information, however our focus here is on both the factual infor-520

mation and the beliefs that participants provide about the phenomenon of521

interest.522
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Figure 2: A simple reference model of the research process for field studies in SE.

Again for simplicity, we assume that theories are constructed from four523

fundamental constructs: the actor, the technology, the activity and the soft-524

ware artefact. These constructs are well–accepted in software engineering525

research [32]. These constructs exist within a context [33, 34, 35] which, by526

its nature, is difficult to define.527

The scope of the theory, and therefore of the propositions, will align528

in some way with the empirical world being field–studied. For example, a529

researcher working with a theory and propositions about requirements engi-530

neering is unlikely to be empirically investigating code inspections.531

Participants in a field study are expected to be drawn from the empirical532

world as that world aligns with the theory and propositions. Remaining with533

our example, the researcher would likely conduct field studies with require-534

ments engineers as the participants, and ask those requirements engineers535

about requirements engineering. Also, the researcher will empirically study536

attributes of the four constructs as they relate to requirements engineering,537

e.g., requirements engineers (actor), who use requirements gathering tem-538

plates (technology), to elicit (activity) requirements (software artefact), all539

within a context.540

5.2. Participants as a sampling frame541

In Section 2.3, we discussed the sampling of items from a population542

of interest. We suggest that, depending on the theory and propositions,543

it may be more effective to treat participants as a kind of sampling frame544

through which the items of interest from the empirical world are sampled,545

and therefore indirectly studied. Our suggestion is illustrated in Figure 3.546

Remaining with our earlier example, if the researcher intends to study547

the attitude of requirements engineers then it makes sense to treat require-548

ments engineers as the population and to sample from that population. This549

is because attitude is a property, or attribute, of the requirements engineers550

themselves. But if the researcher intends to study any one or more of the551
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Figure 3: Participants as a sampling frame. Each participant has access to one or more
items of interest from the population, and the aggregate of participants provides a sampling
frame for sampling the items of interest.

other three constructs of theories – i.e., activity, technology or artefact –552

or actors other than the participant, then the population of interest is not553

the requirements engineer but rather one or more of these other constructs.554

More strictly, the population of interest is likely to be a configuration of ac-555

tor, activity, technology and artefact, all within one or more contexts. The556

researcher should ideally sample from across all of the appropriate constructs557

of interest. The implication is that participants should be recruited for the558

“access” they give to the population of actor, activity, technology and arte-559

fact, and not sampled for their representativeness as practitioners. In other560

words, a participant should be recruited for the contribution they can make561

to the formation of a sampling frame for sampling the items of actual inter-562

est. Recruiting participants in this way helps to ensure that the researcher563

collects information – either facts about the world, or beliefs about the world564

– that are drawn in relation to the items of interest.565

5.3. Participant roles566

Participants will often be software practitioners who are located some-567

where within a software engineering situation and can therefore perceive other568

actors, as well as the activities, technologies and artefacts of the situation.569

Using Falessi et al.’s [11] R3 model, discussed in Section 2.5, practitioners570
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would be expected to have some degree of Real, Relevant, and Recent expe-571

rience.572

Sometimes a participant may be a software practitioner who is located573

outside of the situation but who can, for some reason, contribute to the574

formation of a sampling frame. Also, sometimes the practitioner has real575

and relevant experience, but the experience is not recent.576

For our framework, we therefore define three roles for a participant in a577

field study:578

• The participant who is a Performer within the situation, e.g., a pro-579

grammer.580

• The participant who is an Observer, but not a Performer, and is located581

elsewhere within the situation, e.g., a tester may observe aspects of the582

programmer’s behaviour and performance.583

• The participant who is an Advisor with experience from a range of584

other, but related, situations. A common example here is a consul-585

tant who has not performed in the particular situation, or observed586

it, but draws on professional experience from elsewhere. The more587

experienced, and the more widely experienced, a software practitioner588

becomes the more likely they will have some real, relevant experience,589

though that experience may not be recent.590

Practitioners in each of these roles provide information to the researcher,591

but this information is of different degrees of credibility, e.g., the information592

may be drawn from real experience but the experience, and therefore the593

information, may not actually be relevant. Similarly, the Performer will594

have experienced a situation contemporaneously (they did something at the595

time), but that experience may no longer be recent in relation to when the596

field study is being conducted. Later in this section, we map the three roles597

to the three elements of Falessi et al.’s [11] R3 model.598

A practitioner’s experience may allow that practitioner to be classified599

as a Performer for one study, whilst some other of the same practitioner’s600

experience may allow that practitioner to be classified as an Observer for601

another study, and some other of the same practitioner’s experience may602

allow that practitioner to be classified as an Advisor for yet another study;603

and indeed some of the practitioner’s experience may not allow classification604

according to the three roles, e.g., because that experience is not relevant.605
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For example, a software tester may be a Performer in a study of software606

testing, an Observer in study of programming, and an Advisor in a study of607

testing in another context. We acknowledge the complication of particular608

practitioners having multiple roles; it is a complication inherent with research609

into SE.610

We also recognise the potential role of an expert and intentionally do not611

use the word “expert” as a label for any of our roles. This is because a612

Performer or an Observer or an Advisor may be an expert, e.g., depending613

on their experience.614

Our suggestion is that, when undertaking an empirical study, and when615

recruiting participants, the researcher evaluates a practitioner against these616

three roles in the order that we have presented them, i.e., first determine617

whether the practitioner could be treated as a Performer. According to618

our framework, a practitioner who could not satisfy any of the three roles619

would in principle be rejected as a participant in the study. In practice,620

the researcher may introduce an additional role or roles for practitioners,621

where it is appropriate to do so for their research. For example, researchers622

may introduce the role of Client in a requirements engineering activity to623

recognise a participant who is able to make observations of the requirements624

engineer, but perhaps lacks relevant experience of requirements engineering625

to be an Observer.626

5.4. Practitioner characteristics affecting the information they provide627

In addition to the three participant roles, we suggest five characteristics628

of the practitioner that might affect the quality of information they can629

provide as a participant in a study. We identified these characteristics using630

the dialectic process briefly described in Section 3.2. The five characteristics631

are:632

Quantity of experience: In general, the greater the quantity of situ-633

ations experienced by the practitioner, the more experienced is the634

practitioner for the research.635

Perceptual sensitivity: The more the practitioner is able to carefully636

perceive events and, through that careful perception, to help prevent637

or reduce bias in their perception, the more valuable is the practitioner638

for the research.639
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Situation selectivity: The more the practitioner can distinguish between640

the different situations and so provide only the more real, relevant and641

recent information to the researcher, the more valuable is the practi-642

tioner for the research. For this characteristic, it may be more valuable643

to the researcher for the practitioner to restrict the information they644

share to a specific situation, or situations, to ensure the information is645

more valid and more relevant, cf. the role of the sampling frame.646

Reflexivity: The more the practitioner is able to subsequently reflect on647

those perceptions and, through that reflection, to help prevent or reduce648

biases in the information they share with the researchers, the more649

valuable is the practitioner for the research.650

Willingness: The practitioner must have the willingness or, alternatively651

phrased, the motivation to openly share information.652

These five characteristics are all simplifications, and are all very challeng-653

ing to measure. Again, the aim is to encourage researchers to think carefully654

about the recruitment of more credible participants.655

5.5. Demographics of participants656

For clarity, we distinguish between the demographics of participants and657

what might be called the demographics of the phenomenon of interest, e.g.,658

the context of the actor–activity–technology–artefact configuration. Given659

our focus on recruiting credible participants, this subsection focuses on par-660

ticipant demographics. In Section 6 we also recognise the demographics, or661

context, of the phenomenon of interest.662

Empirical studies of software engineering often report the demographics663

of the participants. For example, in one of their survey studies of professional664

software engineers at Microsoft, Begel and Zimmerman [36] found statisti-665

cally significant differences in responses to 29 questions, based on the demo-666

graphics of the respondents. And taking one pervasive demographic – gender667

– as another example, Carver and Serebrenik [37] summarise several papers668

published in the 2019 edition of the International Conference on Software669

Engineering (ICSE) that discuss gender and software engineering.670

These examples highlight the importance of considering demographics671

when collecting information from practitioners about their experience of soft-672

ware practice; practitioners with differing demographics may have differing673

experiences and may therefore provide different information. Also, it may be674
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that the three roles we have identified have different demographic profiles,675

e.g., different proportions of gender or age for the different roles. Because676

of the inherent nature of demographics, and its relevance to software engi-677

neering research and practice, we explicitly recognise demographics in our678

framework, rather than only implying it in the existing characteristics.679

It is essential to note that we do not view experience as a demographic;680

it is one of the characteristics listed by Marshall. In our opinion, it is better681

to handle experience as a characteristic since it relates to the individual as682

an information provider, while the demographics provide general descriptive683

information about the information provider.684

Also, for clarification, we include the practitioner’s functional role (e.g.,685

Systems Engineer, Programmer, or Tester) as part of the participant’s demo-686

graphics. We include functional role under demographics for a few reasons.687

We want to include functional role in the framework whilst also recognising688

that both functional roles and the titles for functional roles can vary substan-689

tially from project to project, and from company to company, etc. For these690

reasons, functional role is not necessarily a reliable indicator of the credible691

practitioner and is therefore not included in our five quality characteristics.692

5.6. A concise presentation of the framework693

A concise summary of the framework is presented in Table 5. As noted694

earlier, participants can provide two types of information to researchers, i.e.,695

facts about the phenomenon of interest and beliefs about the phenomenon.696

The table organises the participant roles, the R3 model, the five characteris-697

tics, the demographics, and the two types of information. Different roles can698

provide different types of information and, depending on the characteristics699

of the participant, different degrees of quality of information. We intention-700

ally do not try to specify the details of the Quality criteria; these are complex701

criteria that are hard to measure and our primary interest in the current ar-702

ticle is to encourage researchers to think about these criteria when recruiting703

practitioners.704

5.7. Additional considerations705

When applying the framework some additional considerations will need706

to be addressed. As one example, focusing on the more credible participants707

might reduce the number of participants and therefore increase the likelihood708

that a given participant might be identifiable, e.g., when conducting an inter-709

view study in a company. This raises ethical issues. We do not consider these710
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Table 5: A summary of the framework.

R3 model Quality Information
Role Real Rlvnt Rcnt E P S R W D Fact Blfs

Performer YES YES YES . . . . . . YES YES
Observer YES yes yes . . . . . . yes yes
Advisor yes maybe maybe . . . . . . – yes

Notes for R3 model:
YES = strongly meets criterion; yes=moderately meets criterion
maybe = may meet criterion depending on context.

Notes for Quality criteria:
We intentionally do not populate the Quality criteria.
E = Quantity of experience; P = Perceptual sensitivity;
S = Situation selectivity; R = Reflexivity; W = Willingness

Notes for Demographics (D):
We explicitly recognise demographics because of its relevance to SE.

Notes for Information:
Blfs = Beliefs
YES = more likely to provide credible information
yes = may be able to provide credible information
– = cannot provide facts about the item/s of interest
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issues in this article, however Strandberg [19], as one example, discusses eth-711

ical issues affecting interviews in software engineering. As a second example,712

finding the more credible participants may be challenging, particularly as the713

researcher becomes more selective on the characteristics of the participant.714

But, as we noted from Bernard et al.’s [8] work in Section 2.2, collecting715

information from many inaccurate participants will not solve the accuracy716

problem, and will, as a consequence, also not produce relevant findings.717

5.8. Illustrating the framework: a brief example718

In Section 6 we illustrate the framework in detail with an exemplar study,719

and complement that illustration with two further illustrations in Appendix720

B. Here we present a simple example to illustrate aspects of the framework.721

Returning to our earlier example, a researcher may invite requirements722

engineers to participate in a field study. The framework encourages the723

researcher to consider whether and how the invited practitioners provide724

access to the empirical world, as well as the quality of the information the725

participant can provide.726

A requirements engineer (actor) who is actively undertaking requirements727

engineering (activity) using appropriate resources (technology) and producing728

requirements specifications (artefacts) that align with the theory and propo-729

sitions of the research model is expected to have the most direct contact with730

the empirical world; in other words, may be understood as a Performer who731

can, in principle, provide the most credible information to the researcher:732

facts about the world. Overall, the Performer’s information is expected to733

be more Real, Relevant and Recent (timely) compared to, for example, a734

requirements engineer who is an Observer. The least credibility occurs with735

the requirements engineer who is an Advisor as this participant has both736

the greatest variability in their experiences; but also, the researcher has the737

least certainty in the Realness, Relevance and Recentness of the Advisor’s738

experience and information for the respective study.739

The three roles provide a convenient way of evaluating practitioners when740

recruiting participants for a study. These three roles support a coarser–741

grained evaluation, however; the five characteristics, discussed in sections 5.4,742

provide a finer–grained approach to evaluating practitioners for recruitment,743

but are much harder to implement.744

By contrast, a common approach to recruiting participants for field stud-745

ies in software engineering appears to based on the practitioner’s functional746
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role (e.g., project manager, software engineer, software tester) and their years747

of experience.748

5.9. General guidelines for using the framework749

In Section 1.3, we explained that the framework is intended to help re-750

searchers think differently about how to recruit credible participants. What751

counts as a credible participant will depend on the objectives of the specific752

study. It is therefore not possible to provide a priori rules on the recruit-753

ment of participants. Instead, we suggest the following general guidelines754

when using the framework:755

1. Where possible, assess each participant according to the framework,756

e.g., the degree to which the participant satisfies each of the components757

of the R3 model, and of the Quality criteria. This, of course, requires758

the development of an assessment scheme.759

2. To optimise the recruitment of Performers over Observers and of Ob-760

servers over Advisors.761

3. To report the number of participants in each role and, where appropri-762

ate, to report measures of the degree to which participants satisfy the763

components of the framework. Such reporting provides transparency on764

the credibility of the informants and may support future meta-analyses.765

4. To consider collecting and also analysing the information from each of766

these roles separately, and in the order of priority, e.g., for interviews,767

to collect and analyse information from Performers first; for surveys,768

to select and analyse the Performers responses first.769

5. To consider using methods of cross-sample comparison or triangulation770

of data, e.g., comparing information from Performers with information771

from Observers.772

Finally, we recognise that it may not be possible to recruit the ideal par-773

ticipants for a study, for example it may only be possible to recruit Advisors.774

In such situations, it may still be valuable to conduct a study. Reporting775

information on participant credibility allows others to assess the quality of776

the study.777

5.10. Contribution of the framework778

In this section, we combined contributions from prior research to pro-779

pose a framework for thinking about credible participants. The framework780
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combines the components described in Section 2, i.e., a model of the flow781

of information through the research process, based on Karlström and Rune-782

son [12]; aspects of participant accuracy, based on Bernard et al. [8]; concepts783

of sampling, e.g., from Baltes and Ralph [1]; Falessi et al’s [11] R3 model for784

participant experience; Marshall’s [15] five criteria for key informants; and785

the accepted importance of demographics. Taken individually, none of the786

prior contributions address the gap/s we identify in existing guidelines and787

checklists; a synthesis of these prior contributions is required.788

Recruiting participants for fields studies has both similarities with, and789

differences to, recruiting participants for experiments. Indeed, our frame-790

work incorporates Falessi et al.’s [11] R3 model, a model that was originally791

developed for experiments. In a recent paper, Lenarduzzi et al. [7] present792

a vision of a methodology for recruiting participants for experiments. They793

also draw on Falessi et al.’s [11] R3 model. As well as the R3 model, their794

envisioned methodology includes identifying participant characteristics, suit-795

able tools for measuring the characteristics, measuring the distance between796

the sample and the population, and strategies for minimising such distance.797

One distinguishing feature of field studies is the vital importance of the798

practitioner’s knowledge about their professional setting, as recognised in the799

framework through the roles of Performer, Observer and Advisor. Knowledge800

of the professional setting – of the field – is not typically relevant for an801

experiment because experiments do not tend to investigate events in the802

field (if they did, they would more likely be field studies). One implication of803

this distinguishing feature is that participants in field studies may be good804

candidates for experiments, where the requirement for knowledge about a805

professional setting is often not prioritised, but participants in experiments806

normally do not have the professional knowledge required to participate in a807

field study. Moreover, participants in field studies ought to have knowledge808

about the same setting, as in case studies, or similar settings, for example,809

in a survey on a specific topic. In other words, although the R3 model may810

be used for both experiments and, here, for field studies, this does not mean811

that the same kind of participant can be used for the two types of study.812

Knowledge of the field relates to Marshall’s [15] characteristics for key813

informants, such as the Role in the community characteristic (see Table 1)814

which, again, is unlikely to be relevant for an experiment, although other815

characteristics may be essential. Furthermore, detailed demographics are816

vital in field studies, and may be less important in experiments. Thus, whilst817

there are components of the framework that are common to field studies and818
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to experiments, there are also important differences.819

6. Illustrating the framework with an exemplar study820

6.1. Overview821

In this section, we illustrate the framework in detail with one exemplar822

study, a case study [29]. Two other exemplars, an interview study and a823

survey study, are considered in detail in Appendix B. In Section 6.3, we824

summarise all three exemplars in relation to the framework. In Section 3.3,825

we explained how we selected the exemplars.826

Our illustration of the framework is clearly not exhaustive; it does not827

need to be. It is sufficient to show enough of a mapping from framework to828

exemplars to illustrate the framework. There are excerpts from the exem-829

plars that we might report here, and in Appendix B, and a given excerpt830

may be relevant to more than one component of the framework. Further-831

more, a mapping of some part of an exemplar into the framework is not an832

indicator of how substantially the exemplar addressed the respective com-833

ponent, only an indicator that the respective researchers were aware of the834

component and took some action to address it. Similarly, the researchers of835

the respective exemplar may not have considered a component to the same836

level of abstraction that we have in the framework.837

6.2. Case study838

The case study we consider was published by Freimut et al. [29] as a jour-839

nal article in 2005. The article proposes a model to measure cost–effectiveness840

of inspections, as well as a method to determine cost-effectiveness by combin-841

ing project data and expert opinion. Expert opinion was gathered through842

interviewing 23 experts. The article is particularly relevant to our frame-843

work for two reasons: first, the article discusses the nature of expert opinion;844

second the article illustrates many components of the framework.845

Before discussing the details of Freimut et al.’s article [29] it is helpful to846

clarify two terms used in the article. First, Freimut et al.’s use of the term847

“expert” maps most closely to our use of the term “Performer”. As briefly848

discussed in Section 5.3, we consider that Performers, Observers and Advi-849

sors may each have a degree of expertise, e.g., that a practitioner might be a850

relatively novice Performer or, alternatively, an expert Performer. Second,851

Freimut et al. [29] use the term “role” to refer to the functional role of the852

practitioner, i.e., they distinguish between practitioners who are Developers,853
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Analysts and Testers. In our framework, by contrast, the functional role is854

a component of participant demographics; we reserve the term “role” in the855

framework for Performer, Observer or Advisor.856

Turning to the details of the article, and first considering the nature of857

expert opinion, Freimut et al. [29] devote a whole section of their article to858

discussing the nature of, and the need for, expert opinion. They recognise859

that one problem, for which expert opinion can help, is when information860

about a phenomenon cannot be collected by any other viable means, such as861

through measurement, observation or experimentation. Freimut et al. [29]862

recognise that expert data is subject to bias, uncertainty and incompleteness,863

but also that these problems can be controlled through carefully performed864

elicitation of expert estimates.865

Furthermore, Freimut et al. [29] discuss the selection of experts and866

present two criteria for selection:867

1. The role of the expert in the development process. For Freimut et al.,868

experts must have access to the information they are supposed to esti-869

mate. To do this, the experts must have participated in the respective870

process, e.g., in design inspections. Freimut et al. write, “. . . for the871

purpose of effort estimation, people performing the corresponding tasks872

qualify as experts.” ([29], p. 1081; emphasis added).873

2. The level of expertise: Freimut et al. write, “Such experience needs to874

be sufficiently varied and extensive with respect to the targeted tasks.”875

([29], p. 1081; emphasis added).876

In terms of illustrating that the Freimut et al. [29] study implicitly uses877

the components of the framework, we organise the illustration in terms of878

the main components of the framework:879

• Information: In the case study, factual information was collected as880

project data from the Quality Assurance management. The experts881

were asked to provide beliefs, e.g., as probability distributions, about882

defects and costs. Freimut et al. performed several analyses to assess883

the validity of those beliefs.884

• Quality: As recognised in Section 5.6 of our article, the Quality criteria885

are hard to measure etc. There are some indications that Freimut et886

al. were at least implicitly thinking about some of these criteria. For887

example:888
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– Quantity of experience: this is indicated by the experts’ years889

of experience.890

– Perceptual sensitivity: for this criterion, there are no clear891

examples in the Freimut et al. article.892

– Situation selectivity: as one example, Freimut et al. discuss893

how, in the pilot study, experts were accidentally lead to think of894

unusual instances rather than typical cases.895

– Reflexivity: as one example, Freimut et al. discuss how an An-896

alyst reflected on how they did not have recent experience. As897

another example, Freimut et al. discuss how testers in the pilot898

study unanimously agreed that it was possible for them to esti-899

mate the required parameters with their experience, though also900

recognised that some parameters would be more difficult to esti-901

mate.902

– Willingness: Freimut et al. briefly discuss how experts were re-903

cruited on the basis of being proactive and motivated and how904

the recruited practitioners were “highly motivated during the in-905

terviews” and “showed great interest in the study.”906

• Demographics: Freimut et al. do not explicitly discuss demographics;907

the one indication of demographics in their article is implicitly in terms908

of gender. When they refer to experts in their study they refer only to909

male experts, e.g., “Similarly, an expert who is currently not performing910

the task about which he is to provide an estimate may provide different911

estimates than an expert who is performing the task.” ([29], p. 1091;912

emphasis added).913

• The R3 model: Freimut et al. provide a range of comments that914

clearly map to the R3 model. As examples:915

– Real: The levels of expertise for the experts ranged from 3 to 18916

years.917

– Relevant: Freimut et al. discuss how a particular expert, who918

is responsible for a very complex part of the system, provides919

estimates that are significantly different from other experts who920

are responsible for less complex parts of the system. All of the921

experts have Real experience; here, the Relevance of the expert’s922
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opinion is based on the complexity of the part of the system on923

which the developer is working.924

– Recent: Freimut et al. explain that one Analyst had not par-925

ticipated in analysis inspections for a long time and, because the926

Analyst’s estimates differed from the other Analysts, Freimut et927

al. decided to exclude this estimate.928

• Roles: Freimut et al. identify three functional roles, i.e., Developer,929

Analyst and Tester. All three of these functional roles map to the930

role of Performer in the framework. Each functional role performs a931

different activity in software development and is therefore appropriate932

for providing information on different aspects of the cost–effectiveness933

of inspections.934

6.3. Summary of exemplars935

Table 6 and Table 7 summarise the mappings from the three exemplar936

studies to the framework. Table 6 provides more detail on the mapping, at937

least for some of the components of the framework, whilst Table 7 provides938

a concise mapping that directly aligns with Table 5 in Section 5.6. As noted939

earlier, detailed illustrations using the second two exemplars [30, 31] are940

presented in Appendix B.941

The exemplars include insights on credible participants in field studies942

in SE that are not covered in the advice offered in the guidelines and other943

advisory sources. Thus, we argue that the three exemplars show the need944

for a framework of this kind, and also show that existing guidelines provide945

limited advice on the topic of recruiting credible practitioners for different946

forms of field study.947

7. Conclusion948

We hypothesised that there was limited existing advice on recruiting949

credible participants for field studies in SE. We also argued that sampling950

participants will not, in itself, generate credible evidence as, for example,951

participants may simply be reporting cultural norms. A review of existing952

guidelines, checklists and other advisory sources in SE research corroborated953

our hypothesis.954
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Table 6: Summary of exemplar articles mapping to the framework.

Exemplars
Criterion Freimut et al. [29] Singer [30] Vredenburg et al. [31]

Meta-information about the study
Year 2005 1998 2002
Topic Inspections Maintenance User centred design
Study type Case study Interview Survey
Sample 23 people 10 sites 103 people
Medium Journal Conference Conference

Information
Beliefs Estimates “Truths” Methods etc
Facts Costs Background Project profiles

information

Quality criteria
Experience Yes Yes Yes
Perception None None None
Selection Some None Yes
Reflection Some Some None
Willingness Yes Some Some

Demographics
Demographics No No Some

Falessi et al.’s [11] R3 model
Real Yes Yes Yes
Relevant Yes Yes Yes
Recent Yes Yes Yes

Role
Performer Developers (7) Maintainers Probably

Analysts (n/16)
Testers (m/16)

Observer None None Possibly
Advisor None None None
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Table 7: Comparison of exemplar articles with the framework.

Art- Role R3 model Quality Info.
icle POA Real Rlvnt Rcnt E P S R W D Fact Blfs

1 [29] P - - Y Y Y Y N y y Y N Y Y
2 [30] P - - Y Y Y Y N N y y N y Y
3 [31] p o - Y Y Y Y N Y N y y y Y

Notes:
Y = There is clear evidence that the article maps, for this component.
N = There is no evidence that the article maps, for this component.
y = There is some evidence that the article maps, for this component.
P = Performer; O = Observer; A = Advisor ; - = None
p = probably Performer; o = possibly Observer
E = Quantity of experience; P = Perceptual sensitivity; S = Situation selectivity
R = Reflexivity; W = Willingness; D = Demographics

Drawing on several contributions from prior research, we proposed a955

framework for credible participants. The framework is concerned with partic-956

ipants as providers of information to field studies, in which the phenomenon957

of interest is external to the practitioner.958

The main contribution of the framework, and of this article, is to encour-959

age researchers to think differently about the recruitment and involvement of960

practitioners in their field studies of SE. Rather than thinking of practition-961

ers as items of interest, we suggest that researchers think of participants as962

“research instruments”, or as sampling frames “into” the items of interest.963

We illustrate the framework with three exemplar studies, i.e., a case study,964

an interview study and a survey. There are limitations to the framework and965

opportunities for further research. One direction for further research is to966

develop guidelines or a methodology for the application of the framework in967

the design and conduct of field studies.968

Appendix A. Summary of advice given in reviewed articles969

Tables A.1 and A.2 summarise the relevant advice that was found in the970

ten articles discussed in Section 4.971
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Table A.1: Summary of the analysis of the initial six advisory sources.

Ref. Summary

[16] There should be a rationale for the selection of participants. Partic-
ipants should give informed consent. Participants should be selected
for diversity rather than similarity. Participants are not selected for
statistical representation. With small samples, participants may be
identifiable.

[18] Additional participants may be selected through recommendations
during interviews. Citing [38], they selected participants with first–
hand experience. Overall, the guidelines focus on selecting sites
rather than individuals.

[19] Paper focuses on ethical concerns relating to participants, e.g., iden-
tifying places and settings make participants more easily identifiable.
There is no guidance on recruiting participants.

[20] It is necessary, and also probably requires a lot of effort, to select
participants carefully. Participants should have free choice to par-
ticipate, e.g., not influenced by their managers. Participants may
drop–out, impacting the study. Recruitment of participants should
be reported.

[21] The authors highlight the importance of a sampling plan, including
types of sampling. Furthermore, the guidelines describe the need for
anonymity and confidentiality, as well as usability and willingness to
participate.

[24] The authors discuss how to recruit industry participants in general,
e.g., carefully crafting a call for participation so as to avoid a “spam
effect”, and snowballing through word–of–mouth approaches, such as
asking managers. They recognise the need to make specific partici-
pants requirements clear in the recruitment process, to ensure there
is some benefit to the participants in doing the survey, and to collect
data from participants to ensure appropriate sampling.
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Table A.2: Summary of analysis of the additional four advisory sources.

Ref. Summary

[25] The authors highlight the recruitment of representative, insightful
and motivated participants. The interactive nature of focus groups
can enrich the information collected. Participants for focus groups
should be carefully selected to mitigate threats, e.g., recruit partici-
pants of equal expertise.

[26] The authors stress the importance of sampling from a defined popu-
lation to be able to draw conclusions from the study. They discuss
dropouts. They highlight the necessity of tracking the characteristics
of the participants to be able to determine the effects of dropouts.

[27] The authors highlight the need to make an informed decision of whom
to include in the study.

[28] The authors highlight the importance of ensuring that the sample is
representative of the intended population.

Appendix B. Further illustrations of the framework972

In this appendix, we illustrate the framework with two exemplar studies973

that complement the case study we considered in Section 6.2, an interview974

study and a survey study. A summary of all three exemplar studies is given975

in Section 6.3.976

B.1. Interview study977

The interview study we consider was published by Singer [30] as a con-978

ference paper in 1998. Singer’s article concerns the maintenance of large979

scale software systems. Information was collected from participants through980

paired interviews, i.e., two participants participated in each interview. The981

interview questionnaire comprised three parts: background information, task982

analysis, and a tools wish–list. Due to time constraints and other factors,983

the third part of the questionnaire was rarely asked during the interview.984

Participants were recruited by managers. Singer does not report how many985

participants were recruited but indicates that participants were drawn from986

ten industrial sites.987

Singer’s article is published very “early”, relative to most guidelines in988

software engineering. Thus, the article does not use any (stated) guidelines989

when making research–design decisions. Considering exemplars published990
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prior to the publication of guidelines allows us to examine whether the991

components of the framework were implicitly recognised by at least some992

researchers before guidelines were established, and therefore whether the993

framework concerns recurring, more fundamental issues.994

As with the Freimut et al. [29] article, Singer [30] also considers the nature995

of “experts”, although not in the systematic way undertaken by Freimut et996

al. Singer writes, on the basis of the background information she collected,997

that, “These data paint a picture of software maintenance engineers as being998

both expert programmers and experts in the project in which they are work-999

ing.” ([30]). The article later further clarifies that the experts were both1000

expert programmers and expert maintenance programmers. In terms of the1001

R3 model, this suggests participants whose expertise is Relevant to program-1002

ming, to maintenance programming, and to the application domain/project.1003

We organise our discussion of the Singer [30] article around the main1004

components of the framework:1005

• Information: The first part of the interview questionnaire collected1006

contextual information about software maintenance (i.e., applications,1007

languages, platforms and projects). This information may broadly be1008

understood as collecting factual information. By contrast, the four,1009

qualitative “truths” proposed by Singer were based on beliefs gath-1010

ered through the second part of the questionnaire that concerned task1011

analysis.1012

• Quality: There are some indications that Singer was at least implicitly1013

thinking about some of these criteria. For example:1014

– Quantity of experience: The Singer article reports information1015

(min., max. and mean) on years experience, time on programming1016

language, number of languages and time on project.1017

– Perceptual sensitivity: for this criterion there are no clear ex-1018

amples in the Singer article.1019

– Situation selectivity: for this criterion there are no clear ex-1020

amples in the Singer article, however Singer notes that, “The [ten1021

corporate] environments themselves were diverse with respect to1022

practically all defining variables.”1023

– Reflexivity: One reason that Singer designed the study to inter-1024

view participants in pairs was to encourage “. . . them to verbalize1025
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their thoughts because they could talk to each other about aspects1026

of the project/product.” Whilst Singer has not explicitly referred1027

to reflection, the exchange of information between the two partic-1028

ipants would, at least in principle, encourage reflection.1029

– Willingness: Singer writes, “. . . it is possible that the managers1030

chose their more stable employees to participate in the interviews.”1031

and that she used the paired–interview design to make the situ-1032

ation more comfortable for the participants. Whilst these two1033

examples do not explicitly relate to willingness to share informa-1034

tion, they would, at least in principle, encourage participants to1035

share information.1036

• Demographics: The article refers to collecting “background informa-1037

tion”. This information relates to the projects and not to the partic-1038

ipants. It appears therefore that no participant–related demographic1039

information was collected.1040

• The R3 model: Singer provides a range of comments that clearly map1041

to the R3 model. As examples:1042

– Real: All participants had a minimum of three years experience,1043

with a minimum of one year on the project.1044

– Relevant: Singer observed that approx. 60% of the software1045

maintainers’ professional life was spent on maintenance projects1046

and approx. 40% on new development. From this she speculates,1047

“It is not clear if different skills are needed for these two endeavors1048

[maintenance vs new development], but if so, then, on average,1049

the interviewees were more familiar with the job of maintaining1050

software programs than developing new ones.” In terms of our1051

framework, the participants’ experience would therefore be more1052

Relevant to maintenance than to new development.1053

– Recent: Singer writes that all participants had to be working1054

on a product that was at least 1.5 years old and “currently in a1055

maintenance phase.”1056

• Roles: Singer writes, in relation to the managers selecting the partici-1057

pants, “It was stressed to the managers that all participants should be1058
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involved in the actual maintenance of software (as opposed to leading a1059

team, other administrative posts, etc.).” Singer was therefore selecting1060

Performers.1061

B.2. Survey study1062

The survey study we consider was published by Vredenburg et al. [31] as1063

a conference paper in 2002. Vredenburg et al.’s article concerns the use of1064

methods, practices, key factors and trade-offs for user-centred design (UCD).1065

The survey questionnaire was distributed to attendees at the CHI’2000 con-1066

ference and then via email to members of the Usability Professional Associ-1067

ation (UPA). 103 participants completed the survey questionnaire.1068

Like the Friemut et al. [29] article and the Singer [30] article, Vredenburg1069

et al. [31] also consider experts, however Vredenburg et al. [31] refer to the1070

participants as “opinion leaders”. They write, “They [the participants] were1071

likely opinion leaders in the UCD community, playing a leading role in their1072

own organization’s UCD practice.”1073

Two particularly interesting aspects of the survey are, first, the way that1074

the study recruited participants, and second, the results of the survey. For1075

the first aspect, Vredenburg et al. [31] defined a target participant (“at least1076

three years of experience with UCD, and considered UCD as their primary1077

job.”) and highlighted in the invitation–to–participants that only those who1078

met the target profile should participate. Vredenburg et al. therefore en-1079

couraged prospective participants to self–select, or self–reject, themselves.1080

Also, Vredenburg et al. [31] asked participants to consider a representative1081

project. Vredenburg et al. [31] were therefore looking to recruit participants1082

with at least Real and Relevant experience, as well as participants who were1083

Performers in the situation of interest. Also, Vredenburg et al. [31] are1084

distinguishing between the participant and the item of interest, e.g., the rep-1085

resentative project.1086

For the second aspect, concerning the results, we consider two examples1087

here. First, Vredenburg et al. observe a lack of consensus in the responses:1088

the 103 participants identified a total of 191 indicators of UCD effectiveness.1089

The lack of consensus, and therefore the amount of “disagreement”, suggests1090

that cultural norms were not influencing the responses. Second, whilst partic-1091

ipants identified UCD practices that were considered useful, they were rarely1092

used: “Only three of the [top 10] measures [for UCD success] were reported1093

by more than 10% of the respondents and none of them was higher than1094
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20%.” This is curious for it suggests that Performers are not performing the1095

identified UCD practices.1096

As with our two other exemplars, we organise our illustration of the map-1097

ping of the Vredenburg et al. [31] article around the main components of the1098

framework:1099

• Information: The article provides information about project profiles1100

(e.g., number of people on the team). Such information may broadly be1101

understood as factual. By contrast, the information on, for example,1102

measures of UCD effectiveness and applied measures, were based on1103

beliefs gathered from participants who took part in the (representative)1104

project/s.1105

• Quality: As recognised in Section 5.6 of our article, the Quality criteria1106

are hard to measure etc. There are some indications that Vredenburg1107

et al. were at least implicitly thinking about some of these criteria. For1108

example:1109

– Quantity of experience: The Vredenburg et al. article collected1110

information on years of experience with UCD, percentage of work1111

time on UCD-related activities over the past 12-months, number1112

of projects involving UCD over the past 12 months, and level of1113

familiarity with UCD practices.1114

– Perceptual sensitivity: For this criterion there are no clear1115

examples in the Vredenburg et al. article.1116

– Situation selectivity: Participants were asked to select a repre-1117

sentative project that used UCD, and in which they had partici-1118

pated, over the past 12 months.1119

– Reflexivity: For this criterion there are no clear examples in the1120

Vredenburg et al. article.1121

– Willingness: For this criterion there are no clear examples in the1122

Vredenburg et al. article although, presumably, completion of the1123

questionnaire survey is an indicator of at least some willingness to1124

share information.1125

• Demographics: The study collected limited information: country in1126

which the participant worked, and on highest qualification (e.g., PhDs1127

or Masters).1128
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• The R3 model: Vredenburg et al. provide a range of comments that1129

clearly map to the R3 model. As examples:1130

– Real: Vredenburg et al. write, “. . . respondents appeared to be1131

truly experienced practitioners because of their multiple years of1132

experience and familiarity with UCD, and the fact that they at-1133

tended the CHI conference or were members of the UPA.”1134

– Relevant: Vredenburg et al. asked the participants to choose1135

a representative project. They observed that nearly 63% of the1136

respondents chose an Internet/Intranet project.1137

– Recent: As noted above, the article collected information on1138

number of projects, and percentage of work time, involving UCD1139

over the most recent 12 months. Vredenburg et al. found that on1140

average (mean and mode) participants participated in five projects1141

involving UCD.1142

• Roles: Vredenburg et al. write that participants were asked to select1143

a representative project that used UCD, and in which they had partici-1144

pated, suggesting that participants were either Performers or Observers.1145
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